Abstract

www.nanotechnologie.cz (in Czech mainly) and www.nanotechnology.cz (in English only) are new web pages supported by the Czech Society for New Materials and Technologies (ČSNT) and edited by TANGER computersons, Ltd., Ostrava, as an administrator. www.nanotechnologie.cz site is oriented inwards and www.nanotechnology.cz is oriented outwards the Czech Republic. Both sites are permanently under construction but some interesting information is already available. Content of Czech website: news; nanotechnology nomenclature; short contributions; full-text publications; Czech research and development workplaces, Czech experts; Czech research programmes; Czech research projects and grants concurrently resolved; Conferences; Useful links; Conference proceedings, EU documents, etc. Everybody who is interested in nanotechnology is invited to present own texts, presentations, contributions etc., to these sites.
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